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GOALS OF THIS PARTNERSHIP: 

•Fulfills a requirement of the Desert Conservation Program’s HCP 
 

•Provides BLM with necessary data  
•To inform management decisions 
•To help recreation planners understand use patterns 
•To assist law enforcement officers  
 

•Involves rural residents  
•They know area best 
•Direct involvement gives residents ownership 
•Residents will learn indirectly how BLM sees impacts 



PARTNER’S ROLES 

Desert Conservation Program:  Oversight, Administration 
 

Bureau of Land Management:    Assist, Repository for Data 
 

Partners In Conservation:          Train, Schedule, Organize Volunteers,  
         Process Data, Ground Truth, PR, OR 
         Administration 
 

Volunteers:        Collect Data, Receive donation to  
         their designated NP 



WHO BENEFITS? 

Everyone! 
    The Public because their neighbors, friends collected data showing responsible 

use, highlighted incursions and negative impacts for the BLM to address, and educated 
others as to responsible recreation 
 

    The Desert Conservation Program, because they have fulfilled mandated 

conservation actions 
 

    The BLM because they can make more appropriate, relevant management 

decisions and can respond more quickly to issues 



BENEFITS TO THE AGENCIES, RESOURCES 

DCP:     Benefits by public participation; most conservation   

    actions are research and/or outside the public realm 
 

BLM:      Benefits by public participation; by the public      

    collecting  data, the data is more easily accepted 
 

Resource: Benefits by public participation; active involvement  

    fosters ownership, stewardship, caring for resources  

Show me and I forget, 
Teach me and I remember, 

Involve me and I understand.  



AGREEMENTS 

Between DCP & PIC:  Contract w/ milestones, deliverables 
 

Between DCP & BLM:  Separate contract; BLM is also a 
   permittee of the HCP 
 

Between BLM & PIC:  Handshake, history of working together, 
   followed by MOA 
 

Between PIC & Volunteers: Long history of working together, 
   release forms, MOA’s with non-profits 
   the volunteers were representing 



BEST PRACTICES IN MANAGING PARTNERSHIPS  

Listen to your partners, even when they are telling you 
something you don’t want to hear—they are your partners 
for a reason 
 

Communicate—up the O-chart, down the O-chart, 
horizontally; discuss the little issues RIGHT THEN and find 
resolutions quickly; don’t let anything fester 
 

Find the positive and share it--up the O-chart, down the O-
chart, horizontally, and do it continuously  
 

Be more critical of yourself, your role, than of your partners; 
that is the one element in any partnership that you have the 
most control over 



PROJECT ACHIEVEMENTS 
WHAT VOLUNTEERS ACCOMPLISHED 

•Total project waypoints    545 
 

•Total project incident points 2,043 
 

•Total project linear GPS data 2,264 kilometers or 3,654 miles 
 

•Total project Daily Field Notes 1,067 
 

•Total project field work hours 3,757 (app. 235 days—min. 2 people per day) 
 

•Total project field work miles 44,425 (app. average of 189 miles per trip) 

 



LESSONS LEARNED 

Volunteers can be trained to do complicated tasks and volunteers 
can deliver consistent, accurate, detailed work—Agencies should 
involve the public more and not think the public is only capable of 
picking up trash. 
 

Agencies must conform to their regulations and satisfy mandated 
requirements; partnerships must help agencies accomplish such 
without the partnership being burdensome. 
 

Volunteers aren’t the only ones that need positive feedback, 
thanks, and public acknowledgements; agencies and the 
personnel involved in the partnership also need such—after all 
they are people too. 


